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moments or to mingle business with pleasure. He relegated dis-
cussion of these matters, except for light gossip and personalities,
to occasions deliberately marked " political/* and those who wished
to talk politics with bim had to say so frankly and get an appoint-
ment—if they could.
It is not to be inferred that all his talk was of this order. The
expedients indicated were emergency measures against unseason-
able " shop " and heaTy conversational weather of all kinds. In
suitable company—with John Morley, Edward Grey, Rosebery,
Edmund Gosse, or Mr. Birrell he could, and did, discourse with easy
competence and unforced felicity of phrase. But the notion of sitting
down in cold blood to talk " brilliantly *' repelled him, and his
contributions were entirely lacking in the competitive spirit or a
desire to shine. He let the stream follow the course marked out by
its inherent logic or the will of others, and would do nothing to
canalise it into a region where he could appear to advantage. What-
ever its turns or twists his wide reading and amazingly accurate
memory generally enabled him to say something pointed, and he
had neither the need nor the inclination (to borrow a phrase of his
son Raymond) to " rig the conversational market for carefully
hoarded paradox or the wit that smells of the lamp."
It would be easy to multiply illustrations of the astonishing range
and accuracy of his memory. The following incident (recounted by
Mr. J. A. Spender elsewhere) exhibits its assurance and readiness,
while showing "hi™ for once at fault in some of Ms conclusions. In
the year 1898 he and Mr. Spender were guests of Lady Horner at
Mells Park. They were sitting on the lawn. His eye being caught
by a yew tree hung with small yellow blooms, Mr. Spender quoted
the lines :
"To thee too comes the golden hour
When flower is feeling after flower.'*
H. H. A. (interested and challenging) : " What are you quoting
from ? " J. A. S, : " From In Memoriam" H. H. A, : " Those
lines are not in In Memoriam. I doubt if they are by Tennyson."
J. A. S- : " They are in my copy of In Memoriam.93 H. H. A.:
<e I am certain they are not in mine " (in a tone almost suggesting
that J. A. S. had fabricated them). The deadlock being complete,
the daughters of the house fetched a copy of In Memoriam, and
somewhat to the chagrin of the Horner family, who had banked on
H. H. A.'s infallibility, there were the disputed lines. H. H. A, :
"I am quite certain .those lines are not in my copy." Both dis-
putants were right. In my father's copy, which was of the 19th

